
 

Welcome to the Fourthcore (4C) Character Generation Guide! V1 

                        A baseline guide to building 4C Characters. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This guide is in no way meant to tread on our Fourth-fathers. In fact it’s taken from some of the original Character 

design specs laid out by previous 4C modules and merely spruced up into a centralized document. Mix in a few 

clarifications and there you have it. So let’s get on with it. 

 

FAQ’s 
What is Fourthcore? 

Fourthcore (also shown as 4C) is 4E D&D’s version of an increased lethality tournament module system. 

It’s a modification to the Base 4E rules which introduces a touch more lethality to the equation. On top of 

that puzzles and skills are more about player choice than character skill challenges, although expect 

character skills to be challenged as well. In short, it’s a competition. Not just between your party and the 

DM, but between your group and other groups, between you and your fellow players, and between you 

and yourself. If you ever wondered how well you were doing, 4C will let you know. 

 

What is the 4C Character Generation Guide? 

Simply put the 4C Character Generation Guide, is a guide toward having consistent character generation 

outlines among players who would like to compare and contrast their achievements. 

 

In no way is this guide telling you how to roll-up your characters, as always, DM’s can do whatever they 

wish. This guide is merely here to say that this is a recognized baseline by which all players can compare 

their achievements. 

 

Why would I follow the 4C Character Generation Guide? 

So that if you were comparing your success/failure, all you had to say was “we used unmodified 4C 

characters”, and people would know what you are talking about. 

 

 

CHARACTER DESIGN GUIDELINES 
The base guidelines for 4C character design are fairly simple and straight forward. The reason for this is keep 

things as simply and streamlined as possible. If at all possible use the D&D Insider character generator to build 

your characters. This will ensure you have the latest errata, and most up-to-date selections available. If not, do 

your best. As always this is just a baseline, if you want to go full bore. Go full bore! 

 

Baseline Creation Guidelines are as Such 

 Limit class, race, and feat choices to DUNGEONS & DRAGONS ESSENTIALS products 

 Standard creation rules for Attributes are via the point-buy system. (28 points) 

 No setting-specific boons, such as dragon marks.  

 No backgrounds or themes.  

 Min-maxing & Power gaming are not only ok, they are encouraged. This isn’t your mommy’s dungeon. 

 Build more than one. Sure you can have the “twin” come in next, but you may wish to change class for 

an advantage!  



 

 

 

 

PLAYER GUIDELINES 
Now that your character is built, there are a few things you as a Player should realize and prepare yourself for. 

Things such as: 

 

 YOU will be tested. Not just your character, but YOU! Powers and skill checks will only take you so far. 

Be prepared to solve problems, work out puzzles, and interact with the environment based on your own 

abilities. If you suck at math this could be a short adventure. 

 

 Meta-gaming is allowed! If you memorize the Monster Manual, it “might” help… Then again, it “might 

not”. Either way, you are allowed to rely on your knowledge of dungeon-delving tropes. So be creative. 

 

 Just because you are Dead, doesn’t mean you can’t talk. However only the Player can tell the GM what 

his character is doing.  

 

 Feel free to talk strategy and try to trick the DM. I guarantee you he’s already go the tricks ready for 

you.  

 No matter what, the DM has the final call. He is the Judge, Jury, & in 4C the Executioner! 

 

WHAT YOU SHOULD EXPECT 
As a player if you’ve never played here are a few things to remember while making your way through the module:  

 You are probably going to die. 4C is full of deadly traps, tricks, and monsters, some of which can kill you 

instantly. The challenges ahead are not impossible, but the consequences for failure are extreme.  

 You’re managing risk. Fourthcore embraces the chance element of DUNGEONS & DRAGONS and takes it to the 

extreme. In adventures like this, strategy and tactics are often used not to work out the “correct” course of action, 

but rather the one that carries the least possible risk.  

 Assume everything is unsafe unless you’ve got a good reason to think otherwise. Fourthcore dungeons 

are a very dangerous place, and one wrong move can be deadly. Try to learn and decipher as much as you can 

about something before you tinker with it. Feel free to check out another part of the dungeon and look for more 

clues before coming back later.  

 Details are important. Clues in the dungeon are both subtle and obscure. Pay really close attention to the 

details, keeping an eye out for patterns, symmetry, parallelism, and slight differences. Note that a puzzle and its 

clues are often not in the same room.  

 

FINAL THOUGHTS 
Here are some final thoughts I’d like to leave you with. Fourthcore is a “style” it’s not a “rule”. That means this 

style of play isn’t for everyone. More than likely it’s for a niche audience who really enjoys competition. So if you 

don’t like it, that fine. Move along, have a great game. Secondly, Fourthcore is a mindset. While the name 

Fourthcore was adopted and move forward by a hard working collection of grass-roots gamers, the mindset has 

been around since the beginning. Anyone who’s played a one-shot module, or tournament module, or one of the 

legendary killers modules of old (Tomb of Horrors, Labyrinth of Madness, & The Dancing Hut of Babba Yagga) can 

relate to the rush of competition and the stories of success and/or failure which often give us the fondest 

memories. So with that in mind, nobody is trying to “steal” Fourthcore glory or fame, but instead we hope to 

simply perpetuate what has always been a part of the D&D culture. 
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